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Abstract: We illustrate how structural equation models (SEMs) can be used to assess the reliability and
generalizability of composite and subscale scores, proportions of multiple sources of measurement
error, and subscale added value within multivariate designs using data from a popular inventory mea-
suring hierarchically structured personality traits. We compare these techniques between standard
SEMs representing congeneric relations between indicators and underlying factors versus SEM-based
generalizability theory (GT) designs with simplified essential tau-equivalent constraints. Results
strongly emphasized the importance of accounting for multiple sources of measurement error in both
contexts and revealed that, in most but not all instances, congeneric designs yielded higher score
accuracy, lower proportions of measurement error, greater average subscale score viability, stronger
model fits, and differing magnitudes of disattenuated subscale intercorrelations. Extending the
congeneric analyses to the item level further highlighted consistent weaknesses in the psychometric
properties of negatively versus positively keyed items. Collectively, these findings demonstrate the
practical value and advantages of applying GT-based principles to congeneric SEMs that are much
more commonly encountered in the research literature and more directly linked to the specific mea-
sures being analyzed. We also provide prophecy formulas to estimate reliability and generalizability
coefficients, proportions of individual sources of measurement error, and subscale added-value
indices for changes made to measurement procedures and offer guidelines and examples for running
all illustrated analyses using the lavaan (Version 0.6-17) and semTools (Version 0.5-6) packages in R.
The methods described for the analyzed designs are applicable to any objectively or subjectively
scored assessments for which both composite and subcomponent scores are reported.

Keywords: structural equation modeling; generalizability theory; multivariate analysis; factor
analysis; reliability; subscale added value; disattenuated correlation coefficients; Big Five Inventory;
R programming; confidence intervals

MSC: 62P15

1. Introduction

Generalizability theory (G-theory; [1–15]) combines concepts from classical test theory
and analysis of variance (ANOVA) procedures to form a comprehensive framework for
understanding how scores from assessment measures are affected by multiple sources of
measurement error and subsequently using that information to evaluate and improve such
measures. When objectively scored self-report questionnaires or multiple-choice tests are
administered in which all scorers would obtain the same results, persons × items × occasions
(pio) designs can be used to reduce confounding of universe scores with hidden sources of
measurement error and separate such error into three independent components that reflect
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inter-person differences in item scores (specific-factor error/method effects), occasion scores
(transient error/state effects), and other unrelated error (random-response error/within-
occasion “noise” effects; see, e.g., [13–15]). Such designs further allow for assessment of
results that would be obtained from simpler designs involving just items or just occasions
as measurement facets (i.e., persons × items (pi) and/or persons × occasions (po) designs) and
for estimating key indices (generalizability coefficients, proportions of measurement error,
etc.) when changing numbers of facet conditions (i.e., items and/or occasions here).

Although introduced long ago [4], multivariate G-theory designs have been applied
far less often across disciplines than have their univariate counterparts even though multi-
variate designs provide more appropriate indices of score accuracy for composites, while
simultaneously yielding results identical to univariate analyses for each individual sub-
scale. Multivariate G-theory designs can also produce correlations between subscale scores
corrected for all relevant sources of measurement error to provide additional evidence of
concurrent and construct validity for subscale scores (see, e.g., [10,16,17]).

Historically, G-theory has been applied more often to subjectively than to objectively
scored measures, with recent examples spanning disciplines that include educational psy-
chology and measurement [18–22], medical education [23–31], school psychology [32–37],
classroom assessment [38,39], second language education and linguistics [40–42], thinking
skills and creativity [43], music performance [44], athletic training [45], job performance [46],
and many other areas. This makes sense because raters typically change over situations,
and focal indices of reliability in G-theory (e.g., generalizability or G coefficients) repre-
sent the extent to which results can be generalized to broader domains of all possible
raters. However, the notion that items and occasions for objectively scored measures are
randomly sampled or exchangeable with those from such broader domains is certainly
debatable (see, e.g., [47]). Moreover, the broader focus of G-theory-based indices of score
accuracy is at odds with conventional reliability coefficients for objectively scored mea-
sures (alpha, omega, test–retest) that relate directly to the specific measures administered
and limit inferences to items and occasions that share the same characteristics as those
being analyzed.

To increase the flexibility of G-theory techniques, structural equation models (SEMs)
can be used to derive indices applicable either to the specific conditions considered in a
study or to the broader domains from which items and occasions are sampled [15,48–50].
This is typically accomplished by allowing unstandardized factor loadings to vary in
congeneric (CON) models but setting them equal in traditional G-theory models to render
essential tau-equivalent (ETE) relationships. When applying both frames of reference to
univariate [15,48,50] and bifactor model [49] designs, Vispoel and colleagues found that
CON models yielded higher reliability coefficients and better fits to the data due primarily
to reductions in inter-person item (i.e., specific-factor error/method) effects. However,
these techniques have yet to be comprehensively applied to multivariate designs that
produce more suitable indices of score accuracy for composite scores by taking subscale
representation and interrelationships into account.

Specifically, our goals in this article are to illustrate how multivariate SEMs can be
used to (a) evaluate how well models with ETE and CON constraints fit the data at hand,
(b) estimate relevant indices of score accuracy and proportions of measurement error within
each analyzed design, (c) extend partitioning of observed score variance to the item level
within appropriate designs, (d) produce correlation coefficients between subscale scores
corrected for all pertinent sources of measurement error, (e) apply techniques to assess
value gained when reporting subscales in addition to composite scores, and (f) derive
indices of score accuracy and added value when changes are made to numbers of items or
occasions within a design and/or when those designs are simplified to include just items
or just occasions.
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2. Background
2.1. Partitioning of Observed Score Variance within Common Multivariate Designs

To illustrate applications of ETE and CON relationships within multivariate analyses,
we will use data for selected scales from the recently revised and expanded form of the
Big Five Inventory (BFI-2; [51]) that was completed by a large sample of college students
on two occasions, a week apart. Our illustrations represent the global personality domain
Extraversion and its nested subdomain facets Assertiveness, Energy Level, and Sociability
using a persons × items × occasions (p × i × o) multivariate design. Within this design,
subscales are considered fixed because inferences do not extend beyond the constructs
measured by those subscales. In more technical terms (see, e.g., [10]), this multivariate
design would be formally labeled as a p• × i◦ × o• design, with the closed circles
indicating that persons and occasions are crossed with subscales (i.e., all persons complete
all subscales on all occasions) and the open circle indicating that items are nested within
subscales (i.e., different items appear in each subscale). At both subscale and composite
score levels for objectively scored self-report measures, the p• × i◦ × o• design allows for
separation of explained (i.e., trait, person, universe score, or true score) variance (σ2

p) and
three independent sources of measurement error variance that are often labeled as specific-
factor (σ2

pi), transient (σ2
po), and random-response error variance (σ2

pio,e; see e.g., [52–54],
also see [55]). These sources of measurement error, in turn, limit the extent to which results
can be generalized to the targeted domain(s) of interest.

The subscript p in the variance terms for the three components of measurement
error described above indicates that such errors are person specific. Specific-factor error
represents enduring effects such as understandings of words within items and response
options that are unrelated to the targeted construct(s) being measured. Transient error
represents effects pervasive within an occasion of assessment but not across occasions
that result from respondent dispositions, mindsets, and physiological conditions; their
reactions to administration and environmental factors; and other temporary entities that
affect overall behavior within an occasion. Random-response error corresponds to fleeting
within-occasion “noise” effects that follow no systematic pattern (distractions, momentary
lapses in attention, fluctuations in moods, changes in motivation, etc.). In designs illustrated
within this article, random-response error also would include any remaining residual error
not captured by other components in the design, as reflected in the inclusion of “,e” in
the subscript for the random-response error variance component (σ2

pio,e). In frameworks
such as latent state-trait theory [15,56,57], person, specific-factor error, transient error,
and random-response error are respectively labeled as trait, method, state, and error
effects, with method and/or state effects treated as explained rather than measurement
error variance when computing several types of reliability indices reported within that
framework (e.g., reliability, common reliability, total consistency; see [15] for an in-depth
discussion of relationships between G-theory and latent state-trait theory and parallel
labels typically used to describe various indices of score accuracy).

2.2. Multivariate ETE and CON SEMs

In Figure 1, we depict a SEM to represent a multivariate p• × i◦ × o• design for the
three subdomain-facet subscales (Assertiveness, Energy Level, and Sociability) within the
Extraversion personality domain from the BFI-2 that can be adjusted to represent either ETE
or CON relationships. The SEM has a separate factor to represent person/trait scores for
each subscale, and these factors are allowed to covary/correlate with each other. For each
subscale, there are separate factors for each item linked to all occasions, separate factors for
each occasion linked to all items within that occasion, and uniquenesses for each item within
each occasion. Because all subscales are administered during the same occasion, occasion
factors among subscales also are allowed to covary/correlate within, but to the same
degree, across occasions. Together, the modeling represents a separate univariate, persons
× items × occasions design for each subscale, which are linked together by covariances
among the subscale person and occasion factors to create the overall multivariate design.
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Relationships between subscale scores within the designs are instrumental in deriving
appropriate estimates of score accuracy for composites that will generally exceed those in
magnitude than when derived for the same composites ignoring subscale representation
and interrelationships [see, e.g., [4,58,59]].
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Figure 1. Structural equation model for S-ETE and CON G-theory designs for Extraversion domain
subscales. Note. p = Person; S = Subscale; I = Item; O = Occasion; σ2

p = person, universe score, or
trait variance; σ2

pi = specific-factor error variance; σ2
po = transient error variance; and σ2

pio,e = random-
response error variance. Symbols linking subscales at the top of the model and linking occasions at
the bottom of the model represent covariances. Lines shown in blue and brown respectively represent
loadings for items and occasions. For simplified essential tau-equivalent (S-ETE) designs, λ and β are
set equal to 1, and σ2

p , σ2
po, σ2

pi, and σ2
pio,e are set equal within a subscale but allowed to vary across

subscales. For congeneric (CON) designs, σ2
p and σ2

po are set equal to 1, and λ, β, σ2
pi, and σ2

pio,e are
allowed to differ across items but not across occasions.

To define ETE relationships within the SEM depicted in Figure 1, all factor loadings
(λs and βs) are set equal to one, and σ2

po, σ2
pi, and σ2

pio,e terms are, respectively, set equal
within but not across subscales. Although uniquenesses for each subscale could be allowed
to vary within an ETE model, they are set equal here to simplify the calculation of variance
components (see, e.g., [16,59]). Consequently, we will call this a simplified essential tau-
equivalent (S-ETE) design hereafter. For the corresponding CON design, σ2

p and σ2
po terms

for each subscale are set equal to one, and λ, β, σ2
pi, and σ2

pio,e values are allowed to differ
within but not across occasions. Once these parameters are estimated, they can be placed
in equations shown in Table 1 to derive variance components for persons, specific-factor
error, transient error, and random-response error on the item score metric for composite or
subscale scores. These variance components, in turn, can be inserted into Equations (1)–(4)
to derive proportions of variance due to person/trait, specific-factor error (SFE), transient
error (TE), and random-response error (RRE) effects. The proportion of person/trait
variance would be equivalent to a generalizability or G coefficient in the context of G-
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theory. Because item loadings can vary within CON designs, partitioning of explained and
measurement error variance also can be extended to the individual item level, as we will
demonstrate later in this article.

Proportion of person/trait variance = Person/Trait variance
Sum o f Person/Trait, SFE, TE, and RRE variances , (1)

Proportion of SFE variance =
SFE variance

Sum o f Person/Trait, SFE, TE, and RRE variances
, (2)

Proportion of TE variance =
TE variance

Sum o f Person/Trait, SFE, TE, and RRE variances
, (3)

Proportion of RRE variance =
RRE variance

Sum o f Person/Trait, SFE, TE, and RRE variances
, (4)

where SFE = specific-factor error, TE = transient error, and RRE = random-response error.

Table 1. Formulas for partitioning of variance components for p• × i◦ × o• multivariate designs.

Index Composite Level Subscale Level

Person, Universe score, or Trait VC

σ̂2
pc

= 1
(n J)

2

nJ

∑
j=1

[(
∑

nIj
i=1 λi
nI j

)2
σ2

pj

]
+ 1

(n J)
2

nJ

∑
j1=1

nJ

∑
j2 ̸=j1

[(
∑

nIj1
i=1 λi
nI j1

)(
∑

nIj2
i=1 λi
nI j2

)
σp(j1,j2)

] σ̂2
psj

=

(
∑

nIj
i=1 λi
nI j

)2
σ2

pj

Transient Error VC

σ̂2
poc

= 1
(n J)

2

nJ

∑
j=1

[(
∑

nIj
i=1 βi
nI j

)2
σ2

pok

]
+ 1

(n J)
2

nJ

∑
j1=1

nJ

∑
j2 ̸=j1

[(
∑

nIj1
i=1 βi
nI j1

)(
∑

nIj2
i=1 βi
nI j2

)
σpo(j1,j2)

] σ̂2
posj

=

(
∑

nIj
i=1 βi
nI j

)2
σ2

pok

Specific-Factor Error VC σ̂2
pic

=
∑

nI
i=1 σ2

pii

(n J)
2
nI j

σ̂2
pisj

=
∑

nIj
i=1 σ2

pii
nI j

Random-Response Error VC σ̂2
pio,ec

=
∑

nI
i=1 σ2

pio,ei

(n J)
2

nI j
σ̂2

pio,esj
=

∑
nIj
i=1 σ2

pio,ei
nI j

Total Observed Score VC Person, Universe score, or Trait VC + Transient Error VC +
Specific-Factor Error VC + Random-Response Error VC

Note. VC = variance component, nI = number of items for the composite; nI j = number of items for the jth subscale;
nJ = number of subscales; σ2 = variance; p = person; po = occasion factor; pi = item factor; pio,e = uniqueness;
λ = factor loading for person factor; β = factor loading for occasion factor; Total error variance equals the sum of
transient, specific-factor, and random-response error variances. For simplified essential tau-equivalent designs,

λ and β are set to 1, and σ2
p , σ

2
po

, σ2
pi , and σ

2

pio,e
are set equal within a subscale but allowed to vary across

subscales. For congeneric designs, σ2
p and σ2

po are set equal to 1, and λ, β, σ2
pi , and σ

2

pio,e
are allowed to differ

across items but not across occasions. All composite level variance components described here are weighted sums
(weighting = 1

(n J)
2 ) of all relevant estimated subscale variance and covariance terms.

2.3. Deriving G Coefficients for More Restricted Universes of Generalization

Once variance components for SFE, TE, and RRE are obtained for a pio univariate or
multivariate design, they can be inserted into Equations (5) and (6) to derive G coefficients
for pi and po designs. The corresponding multivariate versions of these designs would
respectively be labeled as p• × i◦ and p• × o• designs, again because items are nested un-
der subscales and persons and occasions are crossed with subscales. Equations (5) and (6)
reveal that TE is treated as part of person/trait variance in the pi design, whereas SFE
is treated as part of person/trait variance in the po design. Confounding of effects for
persons and TE within pi designs parallels the same confounding of those effects when
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estimating conventional single occasion reliability coefficients (alpha, omega, split-half).
Similarly, confounding of effects for persons and SFE within po designs parallels the same
confounding when estimating conventional test–retest coefficients.

Proportion of person/trait variance for pi designs derived from pio designs
= Person/Trait + TE variances

Sum o f Person/Trait, SFE, TE, and RRE variances , (5)

Proportion of person/trait variance for po designs derived from pio designs
= Person/Trait + SFE variances

Sum o f Person/Trait, SFE, TE, and RRE variances , (6)

where SFE = specific-factor error, TE = transient error, and RRE = random-response error.

2.4. Correcting Subscale Intercorrelation Coefficients for Multiple Sources of Measurement Error

An important advantage of analyzing multivariate designs is that results can be
used to correct correlation coefficients between subscale observed scores for multiple
sources of measurement error. Such corrections can be interpreted in relation to the classic
disattenuation formula shown in Equation (7) first proposed by Spearman ([60]; also
see [61]).

ρ̂TxTy =
rxy

√rxx′ ∗ ryy′
, (7)

where ρ̂TxTy = estimated correlation between true scores for measures X and Y, rxy =
observed correlation coefficient between measures X and Y, rxx′ = reliability coefficient for
measure X, and ryy′ = reliability coefficient for measure Y.

In this formula, the correlation between true scores for measures X and Y is estimated
by dividing the correlation between observed scores for the measures by the square root of
the product of their reliability coefficients. In G-theory, G coefficients for the measures of
interest would be substituted for conventional reliability coefficients, and universe scores
would be substituted for true scores (see, e.g., [62,63]). True scores would represent the
specific items included in measures X and Y, whereas universe scores based on the same
items serve as proxies for all possible items within the domains from which items are
sampled. The same relationships would hold if occasions or other measurement facets are
included in the design.

2.5. Evaluating Subscale Added Value

A common question addressed when using measures that produce both subscale
and composite scores is whether subscale scores provide information or “added value”
beyond that provided by composite scores. A useful classical test theory-based method
for answering this question originally proposed by Haberman ([64]; also see [65–69]) is to
compare proportional reductions in mean squared error (PRMSE) in estimating a subscale’s
true scores using observed scores from the subscale versus its associated composite. Vispoel,
Lee, Hong, and Chen ([17]; also see [59,70]) noted that Haberman’s procedure also can be
readily applied to G-theory designs by substituting universe score for true score estimation.
In the present context, these extensions would encompass both S-ETE and CON SEMs.

When interpreting Haberman’s procedure, a subscale would demonstrate added value
if its PRMSE exceeds that for its corresponding composite scale. The PRSME for a subscale
reduces to its reliability coefficient (either conventional or G-theory-based), whereas the
PRSME for the composite scale can be computed using Equation (8).

PRMSE(C) = r2
TSj

, TC
∗ rXC , XC ′ =

σ̂2
TSj

, TC

σ̂2
TSj

∗ σ̂2
TC

∗
σ̂2

TC

σ̂2
XC

=

(
σ̂2

TSj
+ ∑j ̸=k σ̂TSj

, TSk

)2

σ̂2
TSj

∗ σ̂2
XC

, (8)

where T = true score, X = observed score, S = subscale, C = composite score, and rXC , XC ′ =
composite reliability.
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In essence, a PRMSE index represents an estimate of the proportion of true or universe
score variance that is accounted for by targeted observed scores (subscale or compos-
ite; [67,68]). Once PRMSEs are derived for a subscale and its associated composite scale,
they can be placed in Equation (9) to form a value-added ratio (VAR; [69]). Subscale added
value is increasingly supported as VARs deviate upwardly from 1.00.

Value-Added Ratio (VAR) =
PRMSE(Subscale)

PRMSE(Composite)
(9)

2.6. Estimating Score Accuracy and Subscale Added Value When Changing Measurement
Procedures

One of the greatest virtues of G-theory is that it allows for estimation of score accuracy
for changes made to a measurement procedure (e.g., including additional items and/or
occasions). These techniques can be applied to both the S-ETE and CON multivariate SEMs
considered here and further extended to estimation of value-added indices. The main
difference between the two approaches again is that inferences for the CON designs would
be restricted to items and occasions like those sampled rather than the broader domains
from which they are drawn. In Table 2, we present formulas that can be used to estimate
score accuracy and value-added indices for changes made to numbers of items and/or
occasions for the original p• × i◦ × o• and more restricted p• × i◦ and p• × o• designs,
and demonstrate their application in later sections.

Table 2. Prophecy formulas for generalizability/reliability coefficients and value-added ratios.

Index Prophecy Formula

Generalizability/reliability
coefficient (pio design)

σ̂2
p

σ̂2
p+

σ̂2
pi

n′i
+

σ̂2
po

n′o
+

σ̂2
pio,e

n′i n′o

.

For the composite generalizability/reliability coefficient, use
the composite level variance components from Table 1. For
the subscale generalizability/reliability coefficient, use the
subscale level variance components from Table 1. n′

i = desired
number of items, n′

o = desired number of occasions.

Generalizability/reliability
coefficient (pi design)

σ̂2
p+

σ̂2
po

n′o

σ̂2
p+

σ̂2
pi

n′i
+

σ̂2
po

n′o
+

σ̂2
pio,e

n′i n′o

.

For the composite generalizability/reliability coefficient, use
the composite level variance components from Table 1. For
the subscale generalizability/reliability coefficient, use the
subscale level variance components from Table 1. n′

i = desired
number of items, n′

o = desired number of occasions.

Generalizability/reliability
coefficient (po design)

σ̂2
p+

σ̂2
pi

n′i

σ̂2
p+

σ̂2
pi

n′i
+

σ̂2
po

n′o
+

σ̂2
pio,e

n′i n′o

.

For the composite generalizability/reliability coefficient, use
the composite level variance components from Table 1. For
the subscale generalizability/reliability coefficient, use the
subscale level variance components from Table 1. n′

i = desired
number of items, n′

o = desired number of occasions.
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Table 2. Cont.

Index Prophecy Formula

Value-added ratio

Rel. coe f sj
′∗σ̂2

psj
∗σ̂2

pC

Rel. coe f C
′∗
(

σ̂2
psj

+ ∑
j ̸=k

σ̂psj ,psk

)2 ,

where Rel. coe f sj

′ = reliability or generalizability coefficient
for subscale j calculated using the preceding
reliability/generalizability coefficient prophecy formula,
Rel. coe f C

′ = reliability or generalizability coefficient for the
composite score calculated using the preceding
reliability/generalizability coefficient prophecy formula,
S = subscale, and σ̂2

pC
is the unweighted sum of all estimated

subscale true/universe score variances and covariances
(σ̂2

pC
= ∑

nJ
j=1 σ̂2

psj
+ ∑

nJ
j=1 ∑

nJ
k=1, k ̸=j σ̂psj ,psk

)
.

Note. pio = persons × items × occasions design, pi = persons × items design, po = persons × occasions design. Reliability
coefficients in the simplified essential tau-equivalent design are equivalent to generalizability coefficients.

3. Motivation for and Purpose of the Study

Reliability coefficients routinely reported in research studies (alpha [71], omega [72],
also see [73], split-half [61,74], etc.) are limited to single occasions and typically inflated
because they do not properly account for all relevant sources of measurement error. This, in
turn, can lead to underestimation of relationships between constructs when those reliability
coefficients are used to correct for measurement error (see Equation (7)). When reliability
coefficients are reported for composite scores in such studies, they often consist of alpha
coefficients derived from all item scores ignoring subscale representation and interrelation-
ships, thereby potentially leading to underestimation of composite score reliability in those
contexts [4,58,59]). Multivariate G-theory can provide solutions to both problems by pro-
ducing coefficients of score accuracy that account for all relevant sources of measurement
error at both subscale and composite levels and by adjusting for subscale representation
and interrelations at the composite level [10,16,17]. Such designs further allow for deriva-
tion of correlation coefficients between subscale scores corrected for multiple sources of
measurement error and indices for each subscale that reflect their added value beyond
the composite.

However, generalizability coefficients in applications of G-theory tend to be conser-
vative in nature because they reflect random equivalence across all possible indicators
within the global assessment domain(s) of interest (see, e.g., [1,2,11]). While such indices
are often of interest (e.g., when raters repeatedly change across measurements), they are at
odds with most conventional reliability coefficients that are catered to the specific condi-
tions (e.g., items) considered for a given assessment procedure. Within multivariate SEMs,
measures at hand are represented by CON relationships between indicators and factors,
whereas random equivalence across broader domains is represented by corresponding
S-ETE relationships.

Our purpose here is to illustrate and contrast both approaches (CON and S-ETE) in
relation to model fit, coefficients of score accuracy, partitioning of composite and subscale
observed score variance, subscale intercorrelation coefficients, and subscale added-value
indices using selected scores from the BFI-2. We further demonstrate how to estimate
generalizability/reliability and subscale added-value indices when making changes to
the measurement procedures. Within sections to follow, we first describe the participant
sample, measures used, and analyses in greater detail; then, present results for comparisons
between the S-ETE and CON SEMs; and lastly, illustrate how to use prophecy formulas
to estimate generalizability/reliability and value-added indices when increasing numbers
of items and/or occasions. Our Supplementary Materials include further instruction and
computer code for performing the key analyses.
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4. Methods
Participants, Measures, and Procedure

We collected data from 389 college students from a Midwestern Research One in-
stitution (71.72% female, 70.95% Caucasian, mean age = 20.38) who completed online
versions of the Big Five Inventory (BFI-2; [51]) on two occasions separated by a week. The
study was preapproved by the governing Institutional Review Board (ID# 200809738), and
all participants provided informed consent before completing the measures. For sake of
brevity, we limit results reported here to the Extraversion domain composite and its nested
subscale scores Assertiveness, Energy Level, and Sociability, but the same procedures could
be applied to the remaining personality domains represented in the BFI-2 or to composite
and nested subscale scores for any other assessment procedure. Each BFI-2 composite scale
has twelve items, with three nested subscales that each have four items, equally balanced
for positive and negative phrasing. Items are answered using a 5-point Likert-style rating
scale (1 = Disagree strongly, 2 = Disagree a little, 3 = Neutral, no opinion, 4 = Agree a little,
and 5 = Agree strongly).

Evidence supporting the reliability and validity for BFI-2 Extraversion composite and
subscale scores reported by Soto and John [51] for college and/or internet samples includes
(a) alpha reliability coefficients equaling 0.88 for the composite score and ranging from 0.72
to 0.85 for subscale scores, (b) 8-week test–retest coefficients equaling 0.84 for the composite
score and ranging from 0.74 to 0.83 for subscale scores, (c) self-peer agreement correlation
coefficients for Extraversion composite and subscales exceeding the same correlation co-
efficients for other personality domains, (d) correlation coefficients for subscales within
the Extraversion domain exceeding those across other personality domains, (e) confirmed
patterns of convergent and discriminant validity with scores from other personality and
related measures, and (f) adequate model fits for confirmatory correlated factor models for
the subscales when controlling for acquiescence bias.

5. Analyses

Preliminary analyses for BFI-2 Extraversion composite and subscale scores included
estimation of means, standard deviations, alpha [71] and omega [72] reliability coefficients
for each occasion as well as test-retest reliability coefficients across occasions. Main analyses
focused on model fit tests, partitioning of observed score variance for the multivariate
S-ETE and CON designs in addition to disattenuated correlations and VARs for subscale
scores within those designs. We considered model fits for the original p• × i◦ × o•

designs as adequate when Comparative Fit Index (CFI) and Tucker–Lewis Index (TLI)
values equaled or exceeded 0.90 and Root Mean Squared Error of Approximation (RMSEA)
values were no higher than 0.08; and as excellent when CFIs and TLIs equaled or exceeded
0.95 and RMSEA values were no higher than 0.06 [75–77].

Within each original or restricted design, proportions of observed composite and sub-
scale score variances were derived for universe/factor trait scores and associated sources
of measurement error. The same partitioning of explained and measurement error variance
was extended to the item level for the p• × i◦ × o• CON design to determine which items
were most affected by particular sources of error (specific factor, transient, and random
response). Disattenuated correlation coefficients between subscale universe or factor trait
scores within the p• × i◦ × o• S-ETE and CON designs were estimated by dividing the
relevant observed score correlation coefficient by the square root of the products of corre-
sponding generalizability/reliability coefficients (see Equation (7)). VARs were derived for
each subscale within the original and reduced facet S-ETE and CON designs, with values
greater than 1.00 indicative of added value beyond the associated composite. We further
demonstrate how formulas from Table 2 can be used to estimate generaliability/reliability
coefficients and value-added ratios (VARs) when doubling numbers of items and/or pool-
ing results across two occasions within the p• × i◦ × o•, p• × i◦, and p• × o•

multivariate designs. SEMs were analyzed using the lavaan package (Version 0.6-17) in
R [78,79] with maximum likelihood (MLM) parameter estimation. Additional code was
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included to derive disattenuated correlation coefficients and VARs for all subscales and to
produce 95% Monte Carlo-based confidence intervals [80] for relevant indices using the
semTools package (Version 0.5-6) in R ([81]; see online Supplementary Materials).

6. Results
6.1. Descriptive Statistics and Conventional Reliability Estimates

Table 3 includes means, standard deviations, and conventional reliability estimates
for BFI-2 Extraversion composite and subscale scores. Overall, item scale means range
from 3.319 to 3.332 (M = 3.326) for composite scores and from 3.187 to 3.562 for subscales
(M = 3.326); item scale standard deviations range 0.696 to 0.711 (M = 0.704) for composite
scores and from 0.784 to 0.983 (M = 0.861) for subscales; alpha coefficients range from 0.843
to 0.850 (M = 0.847) for composites and from 0.655 to 0.791 (M = 0.731) for subscales; omega
coefficients range from 0.848 to 0.855 (M = 0.852) for composites and from 0.685 to 0.793
(M = 0.747) for subscales; and test–retest coefficients equal 0.898 for the composite and
range from 0.823 to 0.896 (M = 0.855) for subscales. As would be expected, due to inclusion
of more item scores (12 vs. 4), reliability coefficients for composites, on average, exceed
those for subscales (0.847 vs. 0.731 for alpha, 0.852 vs. 0.747 for omega, and 0.898. vs. 0.855
for test–retest).

Table 3. Means, standard deviations, and conventional reliability estimates for BFI-2 Extraversion
composite and subscale scores (n = 389).

Occasion/Index
Composite/Subscale

Extraversion Assertiveness Energy Level Sociability Subscale
Average

Number of Items 12 4 4 4 4

Time 1
Mean: Scale (Item) 39.823 (3.319) 12.748 (3.187) 14.239 (3.560) 12.835 (3.209) 13.274 (3.319)

SD: Scale (Item) 8.536 (0.711) 3.355 (0.839) 3.142 (0.786) 3.932 (0.983) 3.476 (0.869)
Alpha 0.843 0.737 0.655 0.771 0.721
Omega 0.848 0.758 0.685 0.774 0.739

Time 2
Mean: Scale (Item) 39.987 (3.332) 12.789 (3.197) 14.249 (3.562) 12.949 (3.237) 13.329 (3.332)

SD: Scale (Item) 8.350 (0.696) 3.325 (0.831) 3.137 (0.784) 3.767 (0.942) 3.410 (0.852)
Alpha 0.850 0.733 0.700 0.791 0.741
Omega 0.855 0.749 0.724 0.793 0.755

Test–retest 0.898 0.823 0.847 0.896 0.855

6.2. Model Fit

CFI, TLI, and RSMEA values for the p• × i◦ × o• multivariate designs repre-
sented in Figure 1 indicate that the model with CON relationships adequately fits the data
(CFI = 0.941, TLI = 0.934, RMSEA = 0.058), but the model with S-ETE relationships does
not (CFI = 0.853, TLI = 0.857. RMSEA = 0.085). However, the lack of adequate fit for the
S-ETE design does not invalidate its use within G-theory contexts because no assumptions
are made in G-theory concerning score dimensionality or other statistical characteristics of
item scores [1] (p. 145). Nevertheless, for the data at hand, the less restricted CON model
clearly provides a better fit.

6.3. Partitioning of Total Observed Score Variance within the S-ETE and CON Designs

In Table 4, we report estimates of all relevant indices (factor loadings, uniquenesses,
variances) needed to derive proportions of universe/factor trait and measurement error
variance using formulas shown in Table 1, and report those results for Extraversion compos-
ite and subscale scores within the S-ETE and CON designs in Table 5. Consistent with the
conventional reliability coefficients previously described, generalizability/reliability coeffi-
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cients representing multiple sources of measurement error for the p• × i◦ × o• designs
within Table 5 are uniformly higher for composite scores (0.816 for S-ETE and 0.819 for
CON) than for subscale scores (Ms = 0.691 for S-ETE and 0.696 for CON) and higher for the
CON design than the S-ETE design for all scales except Sociability. Partitioning of variance
for both S-ETE and CON designs underscores the importance of taking all three sources
of measurement error into account, with specific-factor, transient, and random-response
measurement error, on average, respectively accounting for proportions of observed score
variance in the S-ETE/CON designs equaling 0.081/0.080, 0.052/0.050, and 0.050/0.051 at
the composite level and 0.164/0.158, 0.040/0.044, and 0.105/0.103 at the subscale level.

Table 5 also includes proportions of person/trait variance and overall measurement
error for composite and subscale scores when measurement facets are restricted to just items
(p• × i◦ multivariate designs) or just occasions (p• × o• multivariate designs). Due to
transient error being treated as part of person/trait variance within the p• × i◦ design (see
Equation (5)) and specific-factor error being treated as part of person/trait variance within
the p• × o• design (see Equation (6)), generalizability/reliability coefficients in those
designs exceed corresponding ones within the p• × i◦ × o• designs at both composite
and subscale levels in all instances. Additionally, note that reliability coefficients for the
restricted CON designs exceed generalizability coefficients for S-ETE designs in most but
not all instances.

Table 4. Factor loadings, factor variances, residuals, and variance components for BFI-2 Extraversion
domain items within the p• × i◦ × o• multivariate SEM designs.

Variance Component/Index

p po pi pio,e

Scale/Item Loading Variance Loading Variance Loading Variance Residual

Simplified Essential Tau-Equivalent
EXT
VC

(0.470 + 0.400 + 0.689 + 2(0.424 +
0.359 + 0.251))/32 = 0.403

(0.041 + 0.016 + 0.033 + 2(0.026 +
0.027 + 0.018))/32 = 0.026

(0.411 + 0.479 + 0.554)/32 =
0.160

(0.326 + 0.314 +
0.256)/32 = 0.100

ASS 0.470 0.041
Item 6 1 1 1 0.411 0.326

Item 21 1 1 1 0.411 0.326
Item 36 1 1 1 0.411 0.326
Item 51 1 1 1 0.411 0.326
Average 1 1 1 0.411 0.326

VC 12 ∗ 0.470 = 0.470 12 ∗ 0.041 = 0.041 12 ∗ 0.411 = 0.411 0.326

ENE 0.400 0.016
Item 11 1 1 1 0.479 0.314
Item 26 1 1 1 0.479 0.314
Item 41 1 1 1 0.479 0.314
Item 56 1 1 1 0.479 0.314
Average 1 1 1 0.479 0.314

VC 12 ∗ 0.400 = 0.400 12 ∗ 0.016 = 0.016 12 ∗ 0.479 = 0.479 0.314

SOC 0.689 0.033
Item 1 1 1 1 0.554 0.256

Item 16 1 1 1 0.554 0.256
Item 31 1 1 1 0.554 0.256
Item 46 1 1 1 0.554 0.256
Average 1 1 1 0.554 0.256

VC 12 ∗ 0.689 = 0.689 12 ∗ 0.033 = 0.033 12 ∗ 0.554 = 0.554 0.256

Covariance
ASS, ENE 0.251 0.018
ASS, SOC 0.424 0.026
ENE, SOC 0.359 0.027
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Table 4. Cont.

Variance Component/Index

p po pi pio,e

Scale/Item Loading Variance Loading Variance Loading Variance Residual

Congeneric
EXT
VC

(0.487 + 0.401 + 0.632 + 2(0.228 +
0.377 + 0.383))/32 = 0.388

(0.040 + 0.025 + 0.028 + 2(0.012 +
0.025 + 0.022))/32 = 0.023

(0.358 + 0.438 + 0.569)/32 =
0.152

(0.320 + 0.291 +
0.259)/32 = 0.097

ASS 1 1
Item 6 0.705 0.301 1 0.560 0.290

Item 21 0.940 0.264 1 0.109 0.210
Item 36 0.417 0.129 1 0.428 0.368
Item 51 0.728 0.108 1 0.337 0.411
Average 0.698 1 0.201 1 1 0.358 0.320

VC 0.6982 ∗ 1 = 0.487 0.2012 ∗ 1 = 0.040 12 ∗ 0.358 = 0.358 0.320

ENE 1 1
Item 11 0.498 0.102 1 0.574 0.407
Item 26 0.383 0.003 1 0.941 0.352
Item 41 0.898 0.312 1 0.116 0.214
Item 56 0.753 0.212 1 0.121 0.192
Average 0.633 0.157 1 0.438 0.291

VC 0.6332 ∗ 1 = 0.401 0.1572 ∗ 1 = 0.025 12 ∗ 0.438 = 0.438 0.291

SOC 1 1
Item 1 0.964 0.235 1 0.201 0.165

Item 16 0.664 0.136 1 0.819 0.299
Item 31 0.532 0.142 1 0.989 0.354
Item 46 1.019 0.155 1 0.266 0.220
Average 0.795 0.167 1 0.569 0.259

VC 0.7952 ∗ 1 = 0.632 0.1672 ∗ 1 = 0.028 12 ∗ 0.569 = 0.569 0.259

Covariance
ASS, ENE 0.228 0.012
ASS, SOC 0.377 0.025
ENE, SOC 0.383 0.022

Note. VC = variance component, EXT = Extraversion (composite), ASS = Assertiveness, ENE = Energy Level, SOC
= Sociability. Because loadings are set equal across occasions, they are not listed for each occasion. All variance
components are expressed on the item-score metric.

The 95% confidence intervals for all generalizability/reliability coefficients and nearly
all proportions of measurement error in Table 5 fail to capture zero. The only exception is
with the confidence interval for the Energy Level subscale’s proportion of transient error
within the p• × i◦ × o• design that captures zero in the S-ETE design but not in the
CON design. As would be expected, proportions of specific-factor and random-response
error are noticeably lower for composite than for subscale scores within that design, again
likely due to the composite scale having three times as many items. For the same reason,
composite score generalizability/reliability coefficients also exceed corresponding subscale
score coefficients within the more restricted p• × i◦ and p• × o• designs.
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Table 5. Generalizability/reliability coefficients and proportions of measurement error for BFI-2
Extraversion composite and subscale scores within the multivariate SEM designs.

Design/Scale
Index

Generalizability/
Reliability SFE TE RRE Total Error

p• × i◦ × o•

Simplified Essential Tau-Equivalent
Extraversion
(composite) 0.816 (0.770, 0.855) 0.081 (0.067, 0.099) 0.052 (0.019, 0.087) 0.050 (0.043, 0.059) 0.184 (0.145, 0.230)

Assertiveness 0.676 (0.613, 0.729) 0.148 (0.119, 0.181) 0.060 (0.023, 0.096) 0.117 (0.099, 0.139) 0.324 (0.271, 0.387)

Energy Level 0.652 (0.584, 0.709) 0.195 (0.158, 0.239) 0.026 (−0.007,
0.059) 0.128 (0.107, 0.152) 0.348 (0.291, 0.416)

Sociability 0.746 (0.691, 0.790) 0.150 (0.117, 0.189) 0.035 (0.014, 0.058) 0.069 (0.058, 0.083) 0.254 (0.210, 0.309)
Mean (subscales) 0.691 0.164 0.040 0.105 0.309

Congeneric
Extraversion
(composite) 0.819 (0.773, 0.855) 0.080 (0.066, 0.096) 0.050 (0.023, 0.088) 0.051 (0.044, 0.060) 0.181 (0.145, 0.227)

Assertiveness 0.699 (0.640, 0.748) 0.129 (0.103, 0.157) 0.058 (0.028, 0.099) 0.115 (0.097, 0.135) 0.301 (0.252, 0.360)
Energy Level 0.659 (0.596, 0.712) 0.180 (0.148, 0.216) 0.041 (0.015, 0.078) 0.120 (0.101, 0.141) 0.341 (0.288, 0.404)

Sociability 0.729 (0.670, 0.777) 0.164 (0.128, 0.206) 0.032 (0.013, 0.060) 0.075 (0.062, 0.090) 0.271 (0.223, 0.330)
Mean (subscales) 0.696 0.158 0.044 0.103 0.304

p• × i◦

Simplified Essential Tau-Equivalent
Extraversion
(composite) 0.868 (0.844, 0.887) 0.132 (0.113, 0.156)

Assertiveness 0.735 (0.688, 0.774) 0.265 (0.226, 0.312)
Energy Level 0.677 (0.618, 0.725) 0.323 (0.275, 0.382)

Sociability 0.781 (0.734, 0.819) 0.219 (0.181, 0.266)
Mean (subscales) 0.731 0.269

Congeneric
Extraversion
(composite) 0.869 (0.846, 0.889) 0.131 (0.111, 0.154)

Assertiveness 0.757 (0.716, 0.793) 0.243 (0.207, 0.284)
Energy Level 0.700 (0.651, 0.743) 0.300 (0.257, 0.349)

Sociability 0.761 (0.710, 0.805) 0.239 (0.195, 0.290)
Mean (subscales) 0.739 0.261

p• × o•

Simplified Essential Tau-Equivalent
Extraversion
(composite) 0.897 (0.859, 0.932) 0.103 (0.068, 0.141)

Assertiveness 0.823 (0.780, 0.862) 0.177 (0.138, 0.220)
Energy Level 0.847 (0.806, 0.883) 0.153 (0.117, 0.194)

Sociability 0.895 (0.868, 0.919) 0.105 (0.081, 0.132)
Mean (subscales) 0.855 0.145

Congeneric
Extraversion
(composite) 0.899 (0.859, 0.928) 0.101 (0.072, 0.141)

Assertiveness 0.827 (0.783, 0.863) 0.173 (0.137, 0.217)
Energy Level 0.839 (0.795, 0.873) 0.161 (0.127, 0.205)

Sociability 0.893 (0.862, 0.916) 0.107 (0.084, 0.138)
Mean (subscales) 0.853 0.147

Note. SFE = proportion of specific-factor error, TE = proportion of transient error, RRE = proportion of random-
response error, Total Error = proportion of total measurement error. Values within parentheses represent 95%
confidence interval limits. Within the illustrated designs, number of items per subscale equals 4 and number of
occasions equals 1.

6.4. Item-Level Partitioning of Observed Score Variance within the CON Design

A key advantage of allowing factor loadings to vary across items in the CON design
is that partitioning of observed score variance can be extended to the item level. Such
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information can be extremely useful in instrument development and revision for choosing
items that display desired patterns of partitioning for observed score variance. With
measures of psychological traits like those considered here, items within the CON design
would typically be chosen to maximize explained trait score variance and minimize all
relevant sources of measurement error.

To illustrate, we report proportions of trait score and measurement error variance
for all items within the Assertiveness, Energy Level, and Sociability subscales in Table 6.
Results in the table reveal that the desired pattern of partitioning is realized to a much
greater extent with positively than with negatively keyed items. Specifically, in comparison
to positively keyed items, negatively keyed items, on average, have noticeably lower
proportions of trait score variance (0.224 vs. 0.611), noticeably higher proportions of
specific-factor (0.489 vs. 0.170) and random-response (0.278 vs. 0.169) error variance, and
somewhat lower proportions of transient error variance (0.010 vs. 0.050). Among the
negatively keyed items, Item 51 from the Assertiveness scale comes closest to mirroring the
pattern typically displayed by positively keyed items.

Table 6. Item-level partitioning of observed score variance for Extraversion domain subscales within
the congeneric multivariate p• × i◦ × o• SEM design.

Subscale/
Item

Index/Proportion of Variance

Trait SFE TE RRE Total Error

Assertiveness
Item 6 0.346 (0.253, 0.443) 0.390 (0.297, 0.478) 0.063 (0.029, 0.110) 0.202 (0.149, 0.255) 0.654 (0.557, 0.747)
Item 21 0.694 (0.599, 0.782) 0.085 (0.004, 0.166) 0.055 (0.017, 0.114) 0.165 (0.121, 0.211) 0.306 (0.218, 0.401)
Item 36 * 0.176 (0.113, 0.248) 0.433 (0.347, 0.513) 0.017 (0.001, 0.049) 0.373 (0.302, 0.446) 0.824 (0.752, 0.887)
Item 51 * 0.411 (0.317, 0.509) 0.261 (0.173, 0.347) 0.009 (0.000, 0.034) 0.319 (0.240, 0.395) 0.589 (0.491, 0.683)

Energy Level
Item 11 * 0.200 (0.126, 0.286) 0.463 (0.358, 0.556) 0.008 (0.000, 0.043) 0.328 (0.253, 0.403) 0.800 (0.714, 0.874)
Item 26 * 0.102 (0.047, 0.175) 0.653 (0.568, 0.726) 0.000 (0.000, 0.010) 0.245 (0.189, 0.299) 0.898 (0.825, 0.953)
Item 41 0.653 (0.567, 0.733) 0.094 (0.024, 0.163) 0.079 (0.029, 0.153) 0.174 (0.119, 0.229) 0.347 (0.267, 0.433)
Item 56 0.613 (0.526, 0.694) 0.131 (0.061, 0.202) 0.049 (0.018, 0.093) 0.207 (0.158, 0.259) 0.387 (0.306, 0.474)

Sociability
Item 1 0.688 (0.605, 0.765) 0.148 (0.079, 0.219) 0.041 (0.015, 0.079) 0.122 (0.085, 0.162) 0.312 (0.235, 0.395)
Item 16 * 0.280 (0.185, 0.385) 0.519 (0.413, 0.616) 0.012 (0.002, 0.028) 0.190 (0.151, 0.229) 0.720 (0.615, 0.815)
Item 31 * 0.172 (0.100, 0.259) 0.601 (0.504, 0.684) 0.012 (0.002, 0.030) 0.215 (0.171, 0.261) 0.828 (0.741, 0.900)
Item 46 0.670 (0.594, 0.741) 0.172 (0.103, 0.242) 0.015 (0.002, 0.042) 0.142 (0.110, 0.177) 0.330 (0.259, 0.406)

Mean
(Positive) 0.611 0.170 0.050 0.169 0.389

Mean
(Negative) 0.224 0.489 0.010 0.278 0.776

Mean
(Overall) 0.418 0.330 0.030 0.224 0.582

Note. SFE = proportion of specific-factor error, TE = proportion of transient error, RRE = proportion of random-
response error, Total Error = proportion of total measurement error. Values within parentheses represent 95%
confidence interval limits. Within the illustrated design, number of items per subscale equals 4 and number of
occasions equals 1. * Indicates a negatively keyed item.

6.5. Disattenuated Correlation Coefficients

In Table 7, we provide observed and disattenuated correlation coefficients for all pairs
of Extraversion subscale scores within the p• × i◦ × o• S-ETE and CON designs. For
both types of designs, disattenuated correlations noticeably exceed observed correlations,
thereby revealing that the underlying constructs are more highly intercorrelated than would
otherwise be inferred. Nevertheless, the disattenuated correlation for any pair of subscales
is far away from the value of 1.00 that would signify complete redundancy between the
constructs being measured. For both observed and disattenuated coefficients, Assertiveness
and Energy Level share less in common than do Sociability with either of those constructs.
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Table 7. Observed and disattenuated correlation coefficients between BFI-2 Extraversion subscales
within the p• × i◦ × o• multivariate designs.

Correlation Coefficient

Design/Subscales Observed r Disattenuated r

p• × i◦ × o•

Simplified Essential
Tau-Equivalent

Assertiveness & Sociability 0.528 (0.452, 0.597) 0.745 (0.659, 0.825)
Energy Level & Sociability 0.476 (0.398, 0.547) 0.683 (0.593, 0.768)
Assertiveness & Energy Level 0.385 (0.297, 0.465) 0.580 (0.464, 0.687)

Congeneric
Assertiveness & Sociability 0.485 (0.413, 0.557) 0.680 (0.600, 0.760)
Energy Level & Sociability 0.528 (0.465, 0.589) 0.761 (0.693, 0.828)
Assertiveness & Energy Level 0.350 (0.272, 0.428) 0.516 (0.413, 0.617)

Note. Values within parentheses represent 95% confidence interval limits. Within the illustrated designs, number
of items per subscale equals 4 and number of occasions equals 1.

6.6. Subscale Added Value

An important consideration whenever reporting results for assessment measures at
both composite and subscale levels is whether scores for each subscale provide unique
information beyond what their associated composite score would provide. Results for
VARs shown in Table 8 support added value for all Extraversion subscales within both the
original and more restricted S-ETE and CON multivariate designs, with VARs exceeding
1.00 in all but one instance (i.e., the Sociability subscale within the CON p• × i◦ design).
Other than this one exception, these results support reporting of both composite and
subscale scores within the BFI-2’s Extraversion domain when taking measurement error for
items, occasions, or both into account. Nevertheless, the results also show that added value
for specific subscales can change depending on the nature of relationships represented and
sources of measurement error accounted for within a given design.

Table 8. Proportional reduction in mean squared error and value-added ratios for BFI-2 Extraversion
domain subscales within the multivariate designs.

Design/Scale
Index

PRMSE (Subscale) PRMSE (Composite) VAR

p• × i◦ × o•

Simplified Essential Tau-Equivalent
Assertiveness 0.676 0.628 1.077
Energy Level 0.652 0.574 1.135

Sociability 0.746 0.707 1.054
Mean (subscale) 0.691 0.636 1.089

Congeneric
Assertiveness 0.699 0.574 1.218
Energy Level 0.659 0.598 1.101

Sociability 0.729 0.719 1.014
Mean (subscale) 0.696 0.630 1.111
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Table 8. Cont.

Design/Scale
Index

PRMSE (Subscale) PRMSE (Composite) VAR

p• × i◦

Simplified Essential Tau-Equivalent
Assertiveness 0.735 0.666 1.104
Energy Level 0.677 0.622 1.090

Sociability 0.781 0.756 1.033
Mean (subscale) 0.731 0.681 1.076

Congeneric
Assertiveness 0.757 0.608 1.245
Energy Level 0.700 0.631 1.110

Sociability 0.761 0.765 0.995
Mean (subscale) 0.739 0.668 1.117

p• × o•

Simplified Essential Tau-Equivalent
Assertiveness 0.823 0.612 1.346
Energy Level 0.847 0.553 1.531

Sociability 0.895 0.705 1.270
Mean (subscale) 0.855 0.623 1.383

Congeneric
Assertiveness 0.827 0.568 1.458
Energy Level 0.839 0.577 1.454

Sociability 0.893 0.713 1.253
Mean (subscale) 0.853 0.619 1.388

Note. PRMSE: proportional reduction in mean squared error, VAR: value-added ratio. Within the illustrated
designs, number of items per subscale equals 4 and number of occasions equals 1.

6.7. Changing Numbers of Items and/or Occasions within the Multivariate Designs

After analyzing the data, score accuracy and/or value-added ratios may not reach
desired levels. To address this problem, the prophecy formulas shown in Table 2 can be
used to estimate how generalizability/reliability coefficients and VARs change when alter-
ing numbers of items and/or occasions. In Table 9, we illustrate how these indices change
for Extraversion composite and subscale scores within the S-ETE and CON multivariate
designs when doubling numbers of items and/or pooling results across two occasions. On
the basis of indices reported in Tables 5, 8 and 9 for the p• × i◦ × o• design, generaliz-
ability/reliability coefficients in the S-ETE and CON designs for composites respectively
increase from 0.816 to 0.911 and from 0.819 to 0.914, average generalizability/reliability
coefficients for subscales increase from 0.691 to 0.843 and from 0.696 to 0.846, and av-
erage VARs for subscales increase from 1.089 to 1.192 and from 1.111 to 1.214. Similar
patterns of improvements in generalizability/reliability and added-value indices occur
within the more restricted p• × i◦ and p• × o• designs when doubling numbers of items
or occasions.
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Table 9. Generalizability/reliability and value-added indices for Extraversion composite and subscale
scores when doubling numbers of items and/or occasions within the S-ETE and CON designs.

Design/Scale

Design/Index

S-ETE CON

Generalizability VAR Reliability VAR

p• × i◦ × o•

Extraversion 0.911 0.914
Assertiveness 0.836 1.192 0.851 1.331
Energy Level 0.821 1.280 0.824 1.235

Sociability 0.872 1.104 0.862 1.075
Mean (subscale) 0.843 1.192 0.846 1.214

p• × i◦

Extraversion 0.930 0.930
Assertiveness 0.847 1.189 0.861 1.325
Energy Level 0.808 1.214 0.824 1.220

Sociability 0.877 1.084 0.864 1.056
Mean (subscale) 0.844 1.162 0.850 1.200

p• × o•

Extraversion 0.946 0.947
Assertiveness 0.903 1.401 0.906 1.515
Energy Level 0.917 1.574 0.913 1.501

Sociability 0.945 1.272 0.943 1.257
Mean (subscale) 0.922 1.401 0.921 1.425

Note. S-ETE = Simplified essential tau-equivalent design, CON = Congeneric design, VAR = Value-added ratio.
For the p• × i◦ × o• design, number of items per subscale equals 8 and number of occasions equals 2; for the
p• × i◦ design, number of items per subscale equals 8 and number of occasions equals 1; and for the p• × o•
design, number of items per subscale equals 4 and number of occasions equals 2. Examples of calculations for
selected reliability and VAR indices for the Assertiveness subscale using the formulas in Table 2 and variance
components in Table 4 are shown below. Final values shown on the right side of the equations may vary slightly
from those obtained from the left side of the equations because they were originally computed beyond three
decimal places.

p• × i◦ × o• design
Reliability coefficientcomposite (CON) =

0.388
0.388+ 0.152

8 + 0.023
2 + 0.097

16
= 0.914

Reliability coefficientassertiveness (CON) =
0.487

0.487+ 0.358
8 + 0.040

2 + 0.320
16

= 0.851

Value-added ratioassertiveness(CON) =
0.851∗0.487∗3.496

0.914∗(0.487+0.228+0.377)2 = 1.331

where σ̂2
pC
(3.496) = 0.487 + 0.401 + 0.632 + 2(0.228 + 0.377 + 0.383).

p• × i◦ design

Reliability coefficientcomposite (CON) =
0.388+ 0.023

1
0.388+ 0.152

8 + 0.023
1 + 0.097

8
= 0.930

Reliability coefficientassertiveness (CON) =
0.487+ 0.040

1
0.487+ 0.358

8 + 0.040
1 + 0.320

8
= 0.861

Value-added ratioassertiveness(CON) =
0.861∗(0.487+ 0.040

1 )∗3.707

0.930∗(0.487+ 0.040
1 +0.228+0.377+0.012+0.025)

2 = 1.325

where σ̂2
pC
(3.707) = (0.487 + 0.401 + 0.632 + 2(0.228 + 0.377 + 0.383)) + (0.040 + 0.025+

0.028 + 2(0.012 + 0.025 + 0.022))/1.

p• × o• design

Reliability coefficientcomposite (CON) =
0.388+ 0.152

4
0.388+ 0.152

4 + 0.023
2 + 0.097

8
= 0.947

Reliability coefficientassertiveness (CON) =
0.487+ 0.358

4
0.487+ 0.358

4 + 0.040
2 + 0.320

8
= 0.906

Value-added ratioassertiveness(CON) =
0.906∗(0.487+ 0.358

4 )∗3.837

0.947∗(0.487+ 0.358
4 +0.228+0.377)

2 = 1.515

where σ̂2
pC
(3.837) = (0.487 + 0.401 + 0.632 + 2(0.228 + 0.377 + 0.383)) + (0.358 + 0.438+

0.569)/4.

7. Discussion
7.1. Overview

A pivotal influence in the creation of G-theory by Cronbach and colleagues (see,
e.g., [1,82]) was Lord’s [83] article introducing the notion of randomly parallel tests. In
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that article, Lord expanded the idea of random sampling or exchangeability of persons
in research studies to encompass random sampling or exchangeability of items in the
derivation of reliability coefficients. Cronbach and colleagues later extended that idea to
include conditions for any measurement facets (tasks, raters, occasions, etc.) within both
univariate and multivariate G-theory designs [1–4]. These extensions within G-theory
designs are manifested in the derivation of variance components from random effects
analysis of variance (ANOVA) models to produce G coefficients that reflect the extent to
which results can be generalized to the broader domains represented by the measurement
facets and that subsequently can be used to correct intercorrelations among subscale
scores for multiple sources of measurement error. Within the G-theory SEMs considered
here, random sampling or exchangeability of measurement facet conditions (i.e., items
and occasions) was operationalized by setting relevant factor loadings, variances, and
uniquenesses equal to produce the same results obtained from parallel ANOVA designs
(see, e.g., [16,17,50,84–89]).

G coefficients and associated disattenuated correlation coefficients within the S-ETE
designs analyzed here reflect generalizability of scores across broader domains of mea-
surement facet conditions. Such coefficients are certainly of interest in many situations but
much less frequently reported in the research literature than are indices that do not assume
random equivalence and take the individual idiosyncrasies of sampled items or occasions
into account. This latter approach was taken within the CON SEMs in which factor loadings,
item variances, and item uniquenesses were allowed to vary within subscales. Had items
been the sole measurement domain of interest, the generalizability/reliability coefficients
produced by the present S-ETE and CON models would be, respectively, analogous to the
alpha [71] and omega coefficients [72] reported in Table 3. Our intent was to go well beyond
simple comparisons of alpha and omega coefficients by contrasting results for model fit,
partitioning of explained and measurement error variance, correlation coefficients, and
subscale added value between S-ETE and CON multivariate SEMs that simultaneously
took both item and occasion effects into account.

7.2. Model Fit

When conducting traditional G-theory analyses, SEMs with S-ETE constraints serve
merely as a computational tool to derive the same variance components and related in-
dices produced by ANOVA-based procedures. As is the case with traditional ANOVA
applications, tests for overall model fit within G-theory designs are rarely reported. This
follows from G-theory requiring no explicit assumptions about either the content within
the universe(s) of interest or the statistical characteristics of observed scores [1] (p. 145).
The fit tests we provided for the S-ETE multivariate G-theory SEM design represented a
model for the measures at hand in which factor loadings and uniquenesses were set equal
for all items within a given subscale. Technically and strictly speaking, this model depicts
item scores within each subscale as being classically parallel (i.e., all have equal true score
and error score variances). However, for most self-report measures, such relationships
would rarely hold in practice. We provided model fit indices for the S-ETE design primarily
for comparison to those for the CON design in which factor loadings and uniquenesses
for items were allowed to vary within subscales. Not surprisingly, the less restricted CON
design provided a noticeably better fit to the observed data than did the S-ETE design.
Nevertheless, superior model fits for CON models do not necessarily guarantee that score
accuracy or viability indices for all subscales will exceed those for S-ETE models.

7.3. Score Accuracy and Partitioning of Variance

Total score level. In keeping with the results just described and with findings from
previous studies of univariate [15,48,50] and bifactor model-based SEMs [49], score accu-
racy coefficients within the multivariate SEMs were generally higher and proportions of
measurement error generally lower in the CON design than in the S-ETE design. However,
exceptions were found for the Sociability subscale within the p• × i◦ × o•, p• × i◦,
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and p• × o• S-ETE designs and for the Energy Level subscale within the p• × o• S-ETE
design, in which higher generalizability coefficients and lower proportions of specific-factor,
random-response, or overall measurement error were found than for corresponding indices
in CON designs. These results demonstrate, as noted above, that generalizability coeffi-
cients based on S-ETE relationships can, at times, exceed reliability coefficients based on
CON relationships when maximum likelihood parameter estimation is used (see, e.g., [90]).
Conceptually, such results imply that estimates of score accuracy for specific samplings of
items can be higher or lower that estimates intended to reflect the broader domains from
which items and/or occasions were drawn.

Consistent with previous research [15,48–50], partitioning of measurement error across
both S-ETE and CON designs highlighted the importance of taking all three sources of error
into account at both composite and subscale levels. At the composite level, proportions of
specific-factor error (0.081 for S-ETE and 0.080 for CON) exceeded those for both random-
response error (0.050 for S-ETE and 0.051 for CON) and transient error (0.052 for S-ETE
and 0.050 for CON), which were similar in magnitude. For subscales, average proportions
of specific-factor error (0.164 for S-ETE and 0.158 for CON) and random-response error
(0.105 for S-ETE and 0.103 for CON) were noticeably higher in comparison to transient
error (0.040 for S-ETE and 0.044 for CON). The larger proportions of specific-factor and
random-response error for subscale compared to composite scores is likely due to the
subscales having eight fewer items. The relatively modest proportions of transient error
in relation to person variance at both composite and subscale levels make sense when
measuring psychological traits like those considered here, because traits are expected to
remain reasonably stable over time and especially across short time intervals.

In addition to affecting the magnitude of overall generalizability/reliability coeffi-
cients, proportions of multiple sources of measurement error have important implications
for the best ways to revise measurement procedures to enhance score accuracy. Specific-
factor error is best reduced by adding additional items, transient error by pooling results
across additional occasions, and random-response error by doing either. The high levels of
both specific-factor and random-response error for subscales indicate that adding items
would be an effective and efficient way to improve the generalizability/reliability of scores
and underscores the price sometimes paid when subscale scores from self-report measures
are based on a small number of items.

Item score level. A further advantage of allowing CON relationships within a mul-
tivariate design is that trait score and measurement error variance can be partitioned at
the individual item level to provide additional insights into the nature of items and how
they might be replaced or revised to better serve the purpose of an assessment procedure.
In general, for measures of psychological traits, the most effective items would be those
with high proportions of trait score variance and low proportions of pertinent sources
of measurement error. The present results for Extraversion subscale items revealed that
positively keyed items displayed such patterns to a much greater extent than did negatively
keyed items. Balancing proportions of positively and negatively keyed items is common
within self-report measures to reduce possible effects of acquiescence bias (see, e.g., [91]).
To maximize the effectiveness of negatively phrased items, use of conceptual opposites (e.g.,
sad vs. happy) rather than negations (e.g., not happy vs. happy) is routinely recommended.
However, that was not a prevalent issue with the Extraversion subscales, because only one
item (#26) seemed to contain words mildly implying possible negation (i.e., “less active”
was used rather than “more passive”). Overall, these results underscore possible challenges
in creating negatively keyed items that match positively worded items in psychometric
quality and raise the question of whether the benefits of including negatively keyed items
within a self-report measure outweigh their drawbacks (see, e.g., [92]).

7.4. Disattenuated Correlation Coefficients

An important advantage that both multivariate p• × i◦ × o• S-ETE and CON
designs share is to allow for derivation of correlation coefficients between subscale scores
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that are corrected for multiple sources of measurement error. The major difference between
the corrected coefficients from the designs considered here again is that inferences are
made to universe scores across the broader domains from which items and occasions are
sampled within the S-ETE design and to trait scores for the specific items and occasions
sampled within the CON design. Because both observed score correlations and score
accuracy coefficients varied across the designs, the resulting disattenuated correlations
also differed. However, for both designs, disattenuated correlations noticeably exceeded
observed score correlations, thereby highlighting the importance of taking all relevant
sources of measurement error into account when interpreting the concurrent and construct
validity of subscale scores. The results across both designs revealed anticipated overlap
among the measured constructs but sufficient uniqueness for scores within each subscale
to merit further evaluation in relation to indices of subscale added value.

7.5. Subscale Added Value

When reporting psychometric results at both composite and subscale levels for psy-
chological traits, evidence should be provided to demonstrate that subscale scores are not
wholly redundant with composite scores. We chose to address this question by extending a
procedure developed by Haberman [64] to multivariate SEM designs. When applying this
procedure, subscale added value is supported when measurement error is reduced more
when using subscale rather than composite observed scores to estimate the subscale’s uni-
verse or trait scores. Such a relationship is revealed when the value-added ratio (VAR; [69])
for the subscale exceeds 1.00. Except for the Sociability subscale within the p• × i◦ CON
design, added value was supported for all subscales within both the original and restricted
S-ETE and CON designs. When a subscale fails to reach the threshold to support added
value, prophecy formulas can be used to determine the number of items and/or occasions
that might be needed to support added value as further discussed in the next section (see,
e.g., [16,17,70,93]).

7.6. Changing Measurement Procedures

One of the most compelling aspects of G-theory is the application of formulas to
estimate how score generalizability might be improved by increasing the number of mea-
surement facet conditions. In this study, we expanded such formulas to encompass relia-
bility coefficients for CON designs and VARs for both S-ETE and CON designs. Results
from these formulas can be invaluable when developing or revising measurement proce-
dures in defining ways to reach desired levels for those indices. After relevant variance
components are derived, these formulas merely require inserting numbers for measure-
ment facet conditions to determine whether results match or exceed targeted levels for
generalizability/reliability or subscale added value. When using those formulas here, gen-
eralizability/reliability coefficients and VARs improved noticeably after doubling numbers
of items and pooling results across two occasions. If administering a measure over multiple
occasions is impractical, these formulas can be adjusted for one occasion by setting n′

o equal
to 1 and determining the value for n′

i that brings generalizability/reliability coefficients or
VARs to desired levels. Although not demonstrated explicitly here, the prophecy formulas
for generalizability/reliability coefficients also can be easily adjusted to estimate propor-
tions of measurement error when changing numbers of items or occasions by replacing
the variance for persons in the numerator with the variance for any relevant source of
measurement error (see Equations (2)–(4) and [50,70,87]). In general, prophecy formulas
for CON models would be most accurate when added items and/or occasions mirror the
characteristics of those originally analyzed.

7.7. Benefits of Using R with Multivariate Designs

In contrast to traditional ANOVA-based programs, the lavaan (Version 0.6-17) [78,79]
and semTools (Version 0.5-6) [81] packages in R can be used to analyze both S-ETE and CON
SEMs, extend partitioning to item-level scores, and build Monte Carlo-based confidence
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intervals for key parameters of interest, which included generalizability/reliability coef-
ficients, proportions of measurement error, and correlation coefficients here. Across the
present designs and indices, widths of most confidence intervals were narrower in the CON
designs than in the S-ETE designs, and only the confidence interval for the proportion of
transient error for the Energy Level subscale in the S-ETE design captured zero. Consistent
with the model fit results, those for confidence intervals again highlighted the added overall
precision often gained when allowing for CON relationships between indicators and the
underlying factors of interest within the multivariate SEMs.

8. Summary and Future Directions

A major consideration in preparing this article and Supplementary Materials was to
provide readers with practical tools for creating, evaluating, and improving assessment
procedures when the focus is either on the specific measures at hand or the broader domains
from which measurement conditions are sampled. To this end, we stressed the importance
of accounting for all relevant sources of measurement error when assessing the accuracy and
validity of composite and subscale scores, when examining the viability of subscale scores,
and when determining the best ways to improve measures globally and at individual item
levels. Although we confined our examples to self-report measures, the same techniques
are applicable to any assessment procedure for which both composite and subscale scores
are reported. Our results revealed that, on average, the multivariate CON SEM design
yielded higher score accuracy, lower measurement error, stronger overall subscale viability,
and better model fits. The primary limitation of that design was that results could only
be generalized to items and occasions sharing the same properties as those sampled, in
contrast to the broader universes from which those items and occasions were drawn. Such
limitations also would hold for prophecy formula results when applied to the CON design.

Informative future extensions of the multivariate SEMs illustrated here would be
to (a) analyze them using broader demographic groups beyond the present sample of
college students, which was heavily dominated by female and Caucasian participants;
(b) apply the procedures to objectively and subjectively scored measures within achieve-
ment, aptitude, behavioral, psychomotor, physiological, and other affective domains;
(c) incorporate additional designs with different combinations of crossed and nested
facets and more than two measurement facets (see, e.g., [14,16,17,89]); (d) use estima-
tion procedures, when warranted, to adjust for scale coarseness effects common when
using binary or ordinal level data [13,15,16,49,50,84,88,89,94–96]; and (e) derive global
and cut-score-specific dependability coefficients when using data for criterion-referencing
purposes [13,14,16,17,50,70,87–89,95–102]. We encourage researchers and practitioners to
take advantage of these techniques to develop better assessment procedures and more
thoroughly evaluate the psychometric quality of results obtained from them.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/math12081164/s1. Supplementary Materials File S1: Instruc-
tional Online Supplement to Multivariate Structural Equation Modeling Techniques for Estimating
Reliability, Measurement Error, and Subscale Viability When Using Both Composite and Subscale
Scores in Practice.
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